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Furniture give a new look to your house. The furniture can be made of different materials like wood,
steel, ply boards, leather etc. Now it depends on your taste what kind of furniture you like in your
house. The A/V furniture is one of the major furniture you need to choose because these are usually
showcased in your drawing rooms which are also the place where your guests come and sit. So, it
is a wonderful idea to showcase some very sophisticated A/V furniture which will give a fulfilling look
to your drawing room. When we are talking about the A/V furniture, then we certainly mean the
Television and the music system furniture.

And when we are talking of A/V furniture, then we must be very cautious about choosing it. When it
comes to furniture, the trend and style of furniture keeps on changing g with time. So, it is very
necessary to do extensive research what kind of furniture is suitable for your drawing room.
TRISCOM is one of the best solutions when it comes to wood TV furniture and wood audio furniture.
It does have a sophisticated class of its own. Many brands offer such kind of furniture and one of
them is TRISCOM which was launched in 1989 and then onwards it had been manufacturing a wide
range of wood TV furniture and wood audio furniture which are of ultimate quality, style and
durability. TRISCOM has always been in a look out to provide the best furniture of the best quality in
UK which created high brand equity for TRISCOM.

The company provides an extensive range of audio and video furniture ranging from classy to the
most modern designs. So, you can match up TRISCOM furniture no matter how your house is. If
you are living in an old building and the architecture is of classic style, then you can choose audio or
video furniture of the classic range of TRISCOM. At the same time, if you are staying in an ultra
modern flat, even then you have furniture solutions from TRISCOM.

TV stands with mountable screens are very popular furniture from TRISCOM. This furniture comes
in various sizes. If your TV screen is between 32 inches to 52 inches, then this mountable TV stand
can be ideally used. It popularly comes in white gloss or black gloss. Both look classy in their own
way. You can choose the white or the black according to the shades of the walls of your room. The
best part is that this furniture come in a very contemporary style and so looks very fresh. It has got a
rotating base of 55 mm. The furniture has got the facility of concealed wiring which does not reveal
the messy black wires that hang out of your television set.
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